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Miracapo
CASE STUDY

Elevation Marketing turns a major setback into 
an opportunity for a leading, private label food 
producer by inspiring transformative new growth.



Serving up countless possibilities 
for topping the humble pizza 
pie enables leading contract 
food producer to build solid 
double-digit growth each year.
Miracapo has produced 1.04 billion pizzas over the past 10 years. But 
early on the company supplied piadinas for Starbucks®, after investing in a 
manufacturing line that was designed to produce these specialty breakfast 
sandwiches. This was a major account for Miracapo, and it required a large, 
upfront capital investment in new equipment. After Miracapo produced 
millions of piadinas, Starbucks® changed direction and developed both a 
new breakfast menu and vendor distribution strategy — ending the contract 
with Miracapo. The sudden disruption was a major setback, and Miracapo 
needed to quickly find work for its specialized — now idle — equipment.

BACKGROUND

Miracapo needed to quickly 

find work for its specialized — 

now idle — equipment



Discover new insights and 
pivot quickly to new product 
development, or face heavy losses
Miracapo engaged Elevation Marketing, and its team set out to change 
the narrative from crisis to opportunity. The team began with a 
mission to gain a deeper understanding of Miracapo’s production 
line capabilities and current marketplace factors, including unmet 
opportunity areas and retailer/food service trends. These insights were 
instrumental to revealing new potential products that could fill the 
capacity pipeline for the equipment Miracapo had already invested in.

CHALLENGE 



The Miracapo leadership team was convinced that 
utilizing Elevation’s unique approach to innovation 
could create a portfolio of product solutions that 
could not only be produced on its production line, but 
also meet emerging macro trends and the needs of 
food service operators. Elevation commenced with its 
proprietary LEAF* innovation process, which is broken 
down into phases. The process rests on a “look, listen, 
learn” philosophy that begins with a discovery phase. 

Some of the data and insights gathered included:

• Macro and micro consumer trends that were 
impacting food operators.

• A complete competitive analysis of the quick-
service and fast casual dining restaurant market.

• Identify and benchmark the types of food  
items that industry leaders are focusing on,  
handling and promoting.

• Interviews with back-of-house food service  
operators including owners, managers and chefs  
to uncover unmet and unarticulated needs to drive 
new opportunities.

• Interviews with internal teams and equipment 
manufacturers to learn the capabilities and  
constraints of the production line equipment —  
and what retrofits and add-ons could extend the 
range of food production opportunities to match  
with emerging market trends.

STRATEGY

Research new 
food trends and 
the unmet needs 
of the quick-
service restaurant 
market to identify 
opportunities for 
new product ideas

*The Elevation Marketing innovation process, LEAF, includes four phases:  
1. Look, listen, learn 2. Envision 3. Activate 4. Forward.



In the next phase, Elevation Marketing conducted its unique Envision workshop, a multi-day session 
that used insights from the discovery phase to drive fresh approaches to new product development for 
Miracapo. The workshop brought together celebrity chefs, quick-service restaurant executives, customer 
trend experts and food innovators, along with strategists and researchers from Elevation Marketing and 
sales managers from Miracapo. Using strategic and creative exercises as a broad team, in break-out 
teams and as individuals, dozens of new product ideas and strategies were generated. Concepts were 
innovated against a number of different opportunity areas including: “healthy eating,” “exotic flavors,” 
“teen boys and satiety,” and “vegetarian and vegan” among others. Different eating occasions were also 
mixed into the fold. Through Elevation’s innovation process, concepts and ideas were then codified to 
begin the development of both an innovation strategy and sales approach with a focus on the following: 

ORIGINAL PRODUCT CONCEPTS AND NAMES

UNIQUE FLAVORS AND INGREDIENTS

VISUAL PRESENTATION OF THE NEW PRODUCTS

SELLING STRATEGIES AND CUSTOMER TARGETS

STRATEGY



DELIVERABLES

• Competitive audit

• Product and food trends and analysis

• Subject matter expert recruiting and interviews

• Facilitated Envision workshops

• Strategic creative workshop exercises and worksheets

• 17+ new product concepts ready for market

• New product positioning and sales 
strategy presentations 

Website (Desktop View)



Elevation Marketing’s innovation process 
resulted in viable, new product concepts 
that enabled Miracapo to exceed its 
annual production forecast by 33%.
Elevation’s Envision workshop yielded 41 completely original food concepts that could be 
produced with minimal adjustments to Miracapo’s sandwich-making equipment. For the 
Activate phase, Elevation took these new concepts to the market to validate their commercial 
viability with consumers and food service stakeholders. The feedback from back of house 
kitchen managers, chefs, owners of small restaurant chains and “foodie” consumers resulted in 
a narrowed down list of 17 highly marketable, new products that Miracapo could produce right 
away and that had a validated market demand. The team then assembled sales strategies to 
enable Miracapo to go out and sell directly food service operators on a turn-key basis.

RESULTS
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Elevation Marketing is a full-service B2B marketing agency, 
providing exceptional client experiences that result in more 
business wins. We go beyond tactics to inspire experiences 
that build brand believers. From a holistic perspective, we 
focus on all aspects of operations and strategy to ensure 
alignment between marketing and sales.

We have a strong command of inbound marketing, and 
know how to effectively manage, deliver and retain buyers. 
We offer full-cycle web development services for the 
enterprise. We build bridges of communication, streamlining 
the dissemination of information to targeted entities.

Whether its partner portals, online stores, web apps or 
microsites, our custom digital solutions help you govern 
personal data through its entire lifecycle for superior lead 
generation and nurturing.

If you have a B2B product or service that solves real-world 
problems, then you’ve done your job. We’ll do ours by 
connecting you to the B2B decision makers that will benefit 
from what you have to offer.

Top 20 
Interactive Marketing Firm
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